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Century of self,

- Adam Curtis TV Seres

Growth of mass consumer society ai Boithn NSA
flow all .

Consuming self creaked '
. In whose

invests ?
Edward Bernays

Sigmund Dead PR Drwetor
Cepheid

Ama Freud Matthew Freud Cgg of SF)
Cdgsts PR Guru - present day

Bend - Hlhuiqves to explore the conscious mind

→ tools to understand the secret desires of the
masses

.

Episode I : Happiness Machines

( NB Freud
" practised

"

on m - class )

manipulate
"

unconscious
"

desires of the masses

→ make them happy → keep than docile

vienna- Psychotherapists Ball - thoqusb ,Tpatilvto
, people who like me events

Mend 's ideas embarrassing hi Vienna- the
idea you can show yow feelings

Kitami the piles of the Empire
@



Avelyswao dreams

.→
unconscious forces

Edward Bonap ii America . Presaged.

Gso Main Chunk\

lhployed to promoteAmerica 's war arms hi the Press
.

Accompanied President to Peacewww.geufgwPT.ifaseld#oodouwilson

Control the dangerous crowd in an

age of mass democracy
Rropaguudh -

here of the Masses
.

Boneup houdiedg possible to use propaganda
for Peale - hired to fund

8:34
^ Public Relations n

"

adffeahawd

turned
"

Propaganda
"

into
'

Public Relations
"

Aimedto turn Dread 's theories into

earwig money for himself .

fypermevhed - persuade womencf
smoke - C Labor against women

Smoking in public Called apsychoanalyst-At. A .
Brill.comCigarettes asymbolof the penis

*

women could have then own penisifthey smoked 11:22 melesexval

placed power

Parade - women

lighting
cigarettes -

Spread news ch was -

" Todhes ofJyedonnsaffogutes
�2�



Young women Smoking in Public in a

parade - Need to support them -

"

holding up a torch " ( Marianne - trance
- Symbolic act

If you Smoke it makes a woman more

powerful a wdepevlut
" 4:06

"

\ irrelevant !

engaging self emotionally Symbolically
in a project .

Eos - Mass Production
.

Deer re

owproduction .

Parents promoted ni

functional terms - prentice virtues ^

Transform thinking . 16:20 People
must be tanned to desires

Desires overshadow needs .£°

Short Twin. Talkingabout Bonep 17:23
a psychological thhniques .

a
18:06

Bernup lurked products to film stars
-

tin films . Employed psychologistsG wihe reports saying

it
were

godaddy.fditeh.hnpretended they woe

-ponytailsa
'clothesHudley

1955 Talks about the psychology of dress

1927
. Jowuelitwotofgrowth of
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Consumerism
.

Berney not Articulate
, funny - Looking

Thought about people in group of was
.

l@34Pmsidushnrho7tenhedhui.B

.

Persuaded
34 stews to visit the Whitehouse

.

Ivilma - theme faced bankruptcy .

B
Annoyed for his work to be published

America .

Be
. promoted them .

Made
Freud acceptable . Prepared Freud

promote himself in America ui

ahesmopditeni magazine . thcwind
"

In Austria
trend then wrote about groups - more

pessimistic
1920 s Thought grew in vs ( walker

Lipmann .
believed in the mob

hnthe swim - Animal drives
.

thwtd
understand and apply social Controlmtgs; - Thedemocracy of consent

.

Appeal to their descries and layup .

to Prmen
President Hoover

.

- You have token over

the job of Ceehny desire
.

20:00

Mamthruuig the retentions of power . Keep
stimulating the irrational slkf .

( anti democracy ' . TD so :oo

this daughter - He made other people
feel stupid .

@



Oetkul
.

B
. Organized a huge national

Event to celebrate power . ofellchnclight .

But
wall street

Stork market collapse Disastrous
.

People stopped buying things they
didn't held .

Also on Europe -

Freud wheeled to the Alps.

35 :X Argued people must always
be controlled

.

Adolf Hitler emerged from this

growing fear . 37=00

Natsteel

Soidisfs
.

took control of Business - byte Stake
" Service not Stealth "

saw ch as an alternative to democracy .

channel into a

'

unityof thinking
Freud - libidinalforces . Fogy Love

.

Same ni America
. Democracy wide

threat .

L 932 new President arm to 42.20

smengthen democracy ^ Roosevelt
Broad Executive Powers The New Deal "

giant industrial Projects .

Ideas taken on in fomanybynazis -

but Roosevelt believed ordinary people
were rational .



George Gallup a polls . Avoid 45-00

Manipulating people . Strength questions
Scientific polling

Forging new Connerton between the
masses and politicians .

Big Corporations duh like it .

Roosevelt detected
.

Business decided
to fight bark

.

PR
. Bonampak head of

the battle .

The National Association of Manufacturers,

( still exists ) Campaign - eh was

business that created Prosperity
4%-54 -  fort fought back .

fhlamdsden-

bias .

how to analyse for

1939 Worlds Fair
. Bonags appointedAdvisor . Giant white Done

.

honking model of America 's futureCreated by General Motors .

hhld Fair a huge success .

bark to control and passive Consumers

triggering unconscious desires
.

Mark i938 Annex of Austria - Hitler .

Nazis whipping up the anger of the crowd

against the Country 's enemies . 55 :Oo

Freud derided he had to leave
. Help to

get to GB . May 1938 sekofffnhokon



Sept 1939 Freud died
.

2nd WW Saw how Governments responded
.

All the evidence re dark forms
being unleashed

.

Turned to the Freud family .

Boney worked for CA

Anna Freud - people chnbe taught
Control


